The Strong Arm Lift will revolutionize the way you farm by making manual rock-picking a thing of the past. This highly efficient attachment not only eliminates time spent picking rocks from the field, but reduces your labor to a single operator.

The Strong Arm Lift is a quick and easy bolt-on piece of equipment and does not require any additional modifications to your utility vehicle. If you can drive a UTV you can complete the work in less time, with less effort. The Strong Arm's convenient low profile design tucks securely against your utility vehicle when not in use. It is also operated by a completely independent hydraulic system with a working load of 250lbs.

Multiple attachments make the Strong Arm Lift extremely versatile and capable of handling all of your heavy lifting. From rocks and wood, to animal feed and game animals, the Strong Arm Lift simplifies your daily jobs and can help prevent injury from overexertion.